This paper re-examines the physical assumptions which were made by the originators of the Miner-Palmgren Rule for the calculation of fatigue life and cites publications which show that these assumptions, 
Introduction
The basis for the calculation of fatigue life has required knowledge of the fatigue strength of the component, the loading spectrum and the Imposed scatter factors. The early methods of analysis established the fatigue strength from a limited number of fatigue tests at various constant stress levels, then obtained flight measurements from which a vibratory load spectrum was derived. Lastly, scatter factors were applied to the test results and a safe life was calculated by means of some rule, usually Miner-Palmgren, using the load spectrum.
In the past, the scatter factors used were somewhat arbitrary and neither the stochastic nature of fatigue strength nor the statistical requirements for adequate testing were fully understood; moreover, there was considerable argumentation about which fatigue life rule should be used. Nevertheless, the determinations made were in the main successful in reducing catastrophic failures to an acceptable level.
The reasons for this success may lie in the adoption of considerable conservatism either in the flight spectrum, in the scatter factors or in the fatigue life rule. But knowledge, both experimental and theoretical, is necessary to illuminate the exact reasons. If this knowledge could be obtained, a refinement of the design process would be possible through the elimination of the conservatism which is now necessitated by our uncertain knowledge and theory. What is needed is to make use of the knowledge of load order influence acquired in programmed load studies, taking into ^UH^^MMHHM account ttu-JnfJuonco of sample sizes in the statistical analysis of failure data and the fact that the actual loading environment is stochastic in nature in the calculation of the safe fatigue life.
In the followinc nat^es we present a synopsis of some recent work on the Important statistical questions which arise in problems of determining fatigue life. The words "Miner's Rule" and "Linear Cumulative Hypothesis" referred to a result in a paper published in 1945 by M. A. Miner in [3] . This was in fact an independent derivation of a formula given earlier by A. Palmgren in 1924, see [4] .
A disadvantage of a "rule" is that the conditions under which it can be used are not stated, usually because they are not known, whereas a 
The point is that the expression for v given in ( There are only two points that I wish to discuss about 11. The first is that the assumption of crack extension being functionally independent of the preceding loads could only be an approximation to reality in the early stages of crack initiation and growth. It is known to be false at later stages, see [6] . The second point of possible contention, namely increasing failure rate (IFR), was justified in [5] by the "rip in the screen door" model which we now repeat.
Consider a macroscopic crack within a material which, to fix ideas, we picture as follows: Figure 1 For a given stress imposed let U be the (random) number of bonds broken.
Let q. be the. probability that the 1 bond is broken given that the st (i-1) bond is broken.
It is intuitively clear that for a giver stress the probability of rupture, given the preceding bond is broken, should decrease the farther away the bond is from the crack tip. But it can be shown, sec [5] , that
This concept was introduced in reliability studies in 1964 in [7] .
Using this concept we can formulate a third set of hypotheses:
III. 1° Fatigue failure, due to the initiation and growth of a dominant fatigue crack, occurs when a (random) critical size W is reached.
2°
The i incremental extension during the last oscillation of the history X, is a non-negative random variable z!(X.) depending only upon X . The Z(A) for all affixes i,j are mutually independent random variables independent of W.
3° The incremental growth random variable Z(X) for all
affixes is an NBUE random variable.
4° There exists a finite set of loading oscillations, say 0, = (u« w. } , such that for any admissible loading history X we have an equivalent w. e fi, written X = UJ., for which in distribution ZO) = Z(co,).
Let us comment on the degree of generality we have postulated.
The incremental crack extension may depend upon all the loads previously imposed during that spectrum's repetition as well as the actual propagating load. The incremental growth random variables are assumed to satisfy the very weak NBUE criterion, which is more general than the MMM IFR class. This means that for a given load, knowing the fatigue damage exceeds a given amount, wo conclude that the expected residual fatigue damage from that load is less than the expected damage was from the load before it was applied initially. This would seem to be virtually undeniable. We also assume that there exists a set of loading oscillations ' .1 to which we refer for fatigue damage assessment whose We can now state a result from [8] concerning programmed loads. To obtain an upper bound, analogous to that given in (1.
3),
appears to be mathematically difficult. In fact we found it necessary to make an additional assumption.
The incremental damage Z(X) during the last oscillation of the spectrum X has a complementary distribution (unity minus the distribution)
we label R(x:X) for x > 0. We now make the assumption: 5° For any x > 0, R(x:X) is a convex function of X over the convex space £,
The physical plausibility of this assumption is discussed in [8] . We obtain an upper bound in 
-^
We shall, in what follows, assume that (1.6) holds exactly.
As a final comment, it well may be that the probabilistic structure Note that this formulation includes many of the usual models Including the log-normal and the Weibull by proper specification of F.
Of course, we could formulate a model with unknown scale and location parameters by considering log X as the observable variate and because of the extreme variability in fatigue life observations it is frequently the logarithm which is used in engineering study. However, we prefer to use the former model and there is an easy transformation from one to the other.
Let X-be the random variable with distribution F, then X = ßxj , An X = Jin ß + ^ £n X Q . (2.1)
We now make assumption
The shape parameter a for the distribution of X remains fixed within the family.
Thus we see the variance of the logarithm of service life depends only upon a and the choice of F.
The whole point of this discussion is one should choose statistical procedures which do not depend strongly upon the choice of F. One should make estimates and reach conclusions which arc the same for a rather wide class of the choices of F at which nature may arrive (and of which we must ultimately remain ignorant).
The verification of B 0 represents a non-trivial engineering and statistical task. A document which represents a start in this direction is [10] . It provides specific statistical methods for the treatment of the type of data obtained in fatigue tests for the estimation of a.
It also classifies from prior data the conditions of practical concern under which a may be considered constant and then determines this value.
Thus it is possible to determine a model so that sound statistical prediction can be based on one observation which can be used to estimate 3) is determined, then with a estimated from prior data by the methods presented in [10] we set the safe life t at 100(l-c)% confidence where we take t to be small. Thus t is the life before which failure will occur with probability e and is given by 
Conclusion
In this expository note we have tried to point out the ubiquity of the Miner-Palmgren Rule for the calculation of fatigue life by showing that from a rather general and plausible, mathematical and probabilistic framework it appears as the expected value of stochastic fatigue life. These results explain its empirically verified utility and the difficulty of supplanting it with other "rules". We also show how such a result fits nicely in theory into any two parameter shape and location model for the calculation of safe service life.
Lastly, we do not pretend that any particular theory, such as this, can be the final word or that it is impossible that further knowledge of the physics of material could vitiate the model we have employed, such as -< beiiift a constant of the material. However, "e do think that it does indicate that deterministic models for fatigue should be reassessed.
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